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‘‘When I say that I felt like an artist, I mean that I constantly
found myself perceiving a historical truth (at least, what I
believed to be a truth) by seizing upon a suggestion;
then, after careful gathering of the evidence, conveying it
in turn to the reader, not by piling up a list of all the facts
I have collected, which is theway of the Ph.D., but by exer-
cising the artist’s privilege of selection.’’y
Some papers shape thinking more than others. We’re interested
in why some work spurs you to think. We also believe that when
work with sticking power is collected in one place, rich ideas
emerge from its common threads and contrasts. This issue of
Cell Systems marks the launch of a new community forum.
We’re calling it Cell Systems Calls, and here’s how it works.
We’ll issue a call. You write a response and then work with an
editor to hone yourmessage.Cell Systemswill get yourmessage
out there. That’s it.
Our first Cell Systems Call is ‘‘This is what systems biology
has taught us.’’ Our aim is to understand the principles that unify
our field and collect examples of thought-provoking systems
biology.
We invite you to respond to this prompt in 200 words or less.
We ask that you divide your response into two sections, the first
section entitled ‘‘Principles’’ and the second entitled ‘‘What’s
Next.’’ Submissions received by the 5th of each month will be
collated and published, at the discretion of the editor, online
and in print as commentary in Cell Systems. This forum may
become a way to keep up with literature as it is published, and
it may catalyze new discussions of previously published work.
We’ve answered a few questions below.
Can I write about my own paper, or may I write about
someone else’s paper?
Yes and yes. We feel that it is valuable for investigators to distill
their own work as well as the work of others.
Can I write about a paper that wasn’t published in Cell
Systems?
Yes. Any journal or archive paper accessible online is fair game.
How do I answer a Cell Systems Call?
Email your response in Word format to systems@cell.com with
the subject line ‘‘Cell Systems Call submission.’’ Please be
sure to include the following in the document: (1) a catchy two
to five word title; (2) your full name, affiliation including postal
code and country, and email address; (3) a complete citation in
Harvard style to the paper you’re writing about, and (4) no
more than 200 words of text not including the two section head-
ings ‘‘Principles’’ and ‘‘What’s Next,’’ which must be present.
Will this format be a permanent fixture in the journal?
We hope so. We are running the first Cell Systems Call as a
‘‘beta’’ project and will be continuously assessing it. We arecommitted to keeping this Call open for at least 3 months, with
a first deadline for submissions on January 5th, 2016. Depending
on the volume and quality of submissions received, the editorial
criteria for Cell Systems Calls may need to be revised.
How are these responses different from other short
commentaries about papers?
In Cell Press journals today, the Preview format is used to high-
light one or several research papers published in the same issue
of a journal or in a recent issue of another journal, placing the re-
sults in context for the journal’s broad readership. In most cases,
such commentaries are commissioned. Many journals outside of
Cell Press publish commentaries in a similar vein under different
names. Many journals also publish short blurbs written by the
editorial staff highlighting recent research or summarizing pa-
pers in the issue. In addition, a number of newer online venues
support commenting and rating of published papers.
Cell Systems Calls aims to provide crowdsourced perspec-
tives to complement existing journal article formats. Cell Sys-
temswill continue to publish Previews. We feel that Cell Systems
Calls have the potential to scale well, and that sourcing a diver-
sity of opinions, including those of the original authors, without
requiring commissioning, is valuable. Uniquely, by posing
curated questions we hope to nucleate communities of individ-
uals with shared interests.
Can I express concerns about a paper that I think is
fundamentally flawed?
Several avenues are available for describing concerns about
published work. Cell Systems Calls are not designed to compete
with these but highlighting opportunities for further research is
appropriate.
Will contributed responses be freely accessible?
Yes. Compilations of Cell Systems Call responses will be freely
accessible online.
I’d like to suggest a Cell Systems Call and be the editor
for a response series. Is this possible?
Thanks for asking. Please get it touch with us at systems@cell.
com.
yWhat’s with the opening quote?
The quote is from the late Pulitzer Prize winning historian
Barbara Tuchman (‘‘The Historian as Artist’’ in Practicing History.
Random House Trade Paperbacks, 1982, pp. 47). It is our hope
that authors responding to a Cell Systems Call will exercise their
privilege of selection to help illuminate the big pictures emerging
from the month-by-month march of science’s progress.The Cell Systems editorial team
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